The English Department and The School of Arts present

Major Authors Reading Series
@ Manhattan College

Final Reading of the Spring Series
Tuesday, April 19, 4:30 p.m.
O’Malley Alumni Room

Tina Chang

The Poet Laureate of Brooklyn. Author of Half-Lit Houses. Co-editor of Language for a New Century: Contemporary Poetry from the Middle East, Asia and Beyond.

“Chang’s poems perform the ancient tasks of remembrance, recovery, and praise. . . . This is a poetry of amazing lushness, melancholy and affirmation.”
—Li-Young Lee

“With the urgent curiosity and imaginative receptiveness of a great detective detailing a crime scene, Chang reconstructs history and moment in a lyrical yet declarative poetry that leaves the reader feeling haunted, transformed, satisfied.”
—Pleiades Literary Journal

Reading Followed By Discussion & book-signing